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Abstract. When deciding what to wear, we normally have to consider several 
things, such as color and combination of clothes, as well as situations that might 
change every day, including the weather, what to do, where to go, and whom to 
meet with. Trying on many possible combinations can be very tedious; thus, 
computer support would be helpful. Therefore, we propose suGATALOG, a 
fashion coordination system that allows users to choose and coordinate clothes 
from their wardrobe. Previous studies have proposed systems using computer 
images of clothes to allow users to inspect their clothing ensemble. Our system 
uses pictures of users actually wearing the clothes to give a more realistic 
impression. suGATALOG compares several combinations by swapping top and 
bottom images. In this paper, we describe the system architecture and its user 
interface, as well as an evaluation experiment and a long-term trial test to verify 
the usefulness of the system. 
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1 Introduction 

When going out, a typical activity is to decide which clothes to wear. When selecting 
clothes, we have to consider several things, including the type of clothes we want to 
wear, the colors, and their combinations, as well as other situations, such as the reason 
for going out, the weather, where to go, and whom to meet with. We normally decide 
by looking through our wardrobe or actually trying them on until we are satisfied. It is 
not a trivial task and is often time consuming. After putting on the clothes, we often 
realize that the complete combination or an aspect of the clothes, such as the length 
and shape, is not as we expected; therefore, we have to try other combinations. Such 
trials might continue until we are satisfied or until we run out of time. Moreover, after 
trying on several combinations, we might still be unable to decide. For these reasons, 
we are inclined to wear similar and “safe” combinations that we already know work 
well. 
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Based on our survey about the everyday attire of 54 people (including male and 
female, teenagers to hexagenerians), 83% tend to wear the same combinations of 
clothes often, 80% have clothes that they have hardly worn or have never worn, and 
76% think the clothes they already own could be better coordinated. These results 
indicate that they have difficulty in coordinating the clothes that they have, and imply 
that computer-assistance clothing coordination would be helpful. 

In this research, we propose suGATALOG, a system that coordinates the user’s 
own clothes using their “wearing image.” We define a “wearing image” as an image 
of what the user is actually wearing. In this system, a user first takes a picture of 
his/her attire with a camera attached to a mirror and splits this picture into two—a top 
clothes part and a bottom clothes part. Then the user coordinates his/her clothes using 
these separated pictures. This paper outlines a prototype system and reports the results 
of an evaluation experiment. 

2 Related Work 

Interest and demand in fashion coordination is increasing, and many services and 
products on the market support this activity. Systems using pictures showing only 
clothes [5, 6] can support the selection of daily clothes with using pictures of owing 
clothes. However, because these systems only present pictures of clothes, users still 
have difficulty imagining the final image when the clothes are worn. Systems using 
computer graphics allows users to interactively control a 3D model of themselves at 
home using a depth camera [3], or combine clothes according to the user’s 
movements [2, 4]. For this system to be used at home, the user’s body must be 
scanned in 3D, and it is unrealistic to prepare 3D models of all clothes that a user 
already owns. Systems using user’s body enables users to change the color of the 
worn clothes in the digital mirror [1], or enables online social fashion comparisons in 
physical stores based on multi-camera perception [8]. These systems are useful as a 
shopping support system at apparel shops. However, it is not suitable for home use, 
because the required equipment is currently still complicated and takes up a large 
space. 

3 suGATALOG 

suGATALOG is a system that allows users to choose and coordinate clothes from 
their wardrobe using pictures taken in front of a full-length mirror in their room. 
Users can take a picture before going out or when checking their own reflection in the 
mirror. In this section, we will describe the design and implementation of our system. 

Our system has three main advantages over the previous systems: 

• This system gives a realistic impression by showing pictures of the clothes that a 
user is actually wearing. 

• By recording past combinations automatically, it helps a user to find a combination 
that the user has seldom worn or never tried. 

• It does not require expensive or large equipment; therefore, it is easy to use at 
home. 
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3.1 Approach 

We focused our attention on the differences in usability between pictures showing 
only clothes and pictures showing worn clothes. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of images 
showing only clothes (Fig. 1-A, B, C) and images showing worn clothes (Fig. 1-A', 
B', C'). In A and A', the shape of the sweater is different, and the absence of a face, 
arms, and legs makes it difficult to imagine whether the clothes will fit the face, 
hairstyle, and the body. In B and B', the width of the skirt is different. In C and C', the 
width of the dress is different, and the relative length of the dress is difficult to judge 
without trying it on. Our approach is to coordinate clothes using images like A', B' 
and C' where the clothes are worn, so that a realistic image showing the clothes fitted 
on the user’s own body and also showing the user’s own face. We use this approach 
to coordinate clothes in a “wearing image" without changing clothes in reality. 

 

Fig. 1. Comparing pictures of clothes only (A, B, C) with pictures of clothes worn (A', B', C') 

3.2 Brief Overview of the System 

suGATALOG consists of a web camera attached to a full-length mirror and a web 
application. A user takes a picture with the camera in front of the mirror, and the 
picture is uploaded and shown on the web application. The picture is split into two 
parts: a top part and a bottom part. The user can coordinate clothes using these 
pictures on the application without actually wearing the different clothes. 

3.3 Functions 

In this section, we describe the functions of the web application. 

Shooting Function. The Shooting function takes a picture of the user. When the user 
clicks on the camera icon on the bottom left of the screen (Fig. 2), a video from the 
web camera pops up with a guideline indicating where the user should stand. The user 
stands in front of the camera according to the guideline shown on the screen, and a 
picture is taken after 5 or 10 s (selectable).  

Calendar Function. The Calendar function displays a calendar showing pictures that 
were previously taken and uploaded on specific days (Fig. 2). Users can view their 
fashion ensembles for each day of the month, which enables them to review what they 
have worn previously. 
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Fig. 2. An example screen of the calendar and the fitting room 

Fitting Room Function. The Fitting Room function simulates ensembles using the 
pictures on the calendar. In Fig. 2, we named the left part of the screen as “fitting 
room.” Each day of the calendar is divided in two parts at the center. If the user clicks 
on the upper part, that part of the fitting room is replaced by the clicked picture, and 
the same with the lower part. The picture is divided at the vertical center but the 
length of tops might differ, so users can adjust the length by using a slider. In this 
way, we coordinate different clothes by superimposing an adjusted tops picture over a 
bottoms picture. Fig. 3 shows the work sequence of simulating ensembles. 

 

Fig. 3. To simulate an ensemble in suGATALOG, (1) select top and bottom pictures from the 
calendar and superimpose them, and (2) adjust the length of the top 

Favorite Function. The Favorite function saves and compares several ensembles. If 
the user clicks on the “ADD FAVORITE” button at the bottom of the fitting room 
portion of the screen, the ensemble shown in the fitting room is saved as a favorite. 
This function enables users to save their favorite ensembles and to compare several 
ensembles side-by-side. 

Auto-coordinating Function. The Auto-coordinating function coordinates several 
ensembles at a time. Generally, when selecting a combination of clothes, we select 
either tops or bottoms first, and then select the other. In a similar way, clicking on 
either the tops picture or the bottoms picture in the fitting room, several combinations 
for the selected half will be shown. This function helps users to find new 
combinations easily, which requires time and effort without the system, and to find 
unexpected combinations, which they had never tried previously or which they 
thought would not match. 
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Fashion Show Function. The Fashion Show function presents the ensembles in a 
fashion show style. Fig. 5 shows the screen transitions of this function. Two randomly 
selected pictures from the calendar appear from both sides of the fashion show stage 
(Fig. 5-1) and move forward, like models walking on the stage. When they come to 
the front center, an animated curtain appears and disappears (Fig. 5-2), and their tops 
are switched, creating two different ensembles (Fig. 5-3). This function enables users 
to review what they have worn in the past and to find new combinations. 

 

Fig. 4. Fashion show function 

4 Experiment 

In this section, we describe the method, result, and observations of an evaluation 
experiment. 

4.1 Experiment Method 

We conducted an experiment to evaluate our proposed method for coordinating 
clothes. We compared three methods that can be used at home. 

Method 1: Choose actual clothes and coordinate 

Method 2: Use clothes-only pictures and coordinate on PC 

Method 3: Use clothes-worn pictures and coordinate on PC (proposed method) 

Method 1 is most typically used at home, Method 2 was proposed in a related work, 
and Method 3 is what we propose in this paper. In the experiment, 14 subjects (6 
males and 8 females, with ages between 20 and 39) participated; they were all 
students who usually select clothes every day. Each subject brought five tops and five 
bottoms and created twenty-five combinations using these methods. We decided to 
use the subjects’ own clothes so that they could coordinate clothes in their usual style. 
Participants first evaluated the realism of the ensemble image from each method, and 
then ranked the three methods. 

Experiment 1: Comparing the realism of the ensemble. We conducted a survey with 
the questionnaire below on each of the 25 ensembles to verify how realistic subjects 
think the ensembles from each method are. 

Q.1 Would you go out wearing this ensemble? [Yes / No] 

Q.2 How much confidence do you have in your answer for Q.1? [Higher 
confidence 5 / 4 / 3 / 2 / 1 Lower confidence] 
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We asked these questions because asking “Do you think this simulation image 
looks real?” is too direct. By answering “Would you go out wearing this ensemble?,” 
the subject would care about how others see him/her; therefore, he/she can answer the 
question in a normal situation. Regardless of the answer to Q.1, a higher value for Q.2 
indicates that the ensemble is more realistic. We describe the experimental procedure 
for each method below.  

Method 1: Coordinate by Viewing Actual Clothes 

First, we labeled clothes which the subject brought in (from 1 to 5 for tops and from 
A to E for bottoms), and hang them on the hanger rack. Then, the subject answers the 
questions for each of the 25 ensembles by selecting and overlapping the clothes on the 
hanger rack. 

Method 2: Coordinate on PC Using Clothes-Only Pictures 

First, we take individual pictures of each of the subject’s 10 pieces of clothing, and 
then scan the pictures into the PC and add them to the application shown in Fig. 6-1. 
The operating instructions were given beforehand. Then, the subjects answered the 
questions for all 25 ensembles in the same order as Method 1. 

Method 3: Coordinate on PC Using Pictures of Clothes That a Subject Is Wearing 
(Our Proposed Method) 

First, we take pictures of the subject wearing a combination of 1A (top: 1, bottoms: 
A), 2B, 3C, 4D, 5E. As with method 2, scan the pictures into the PC and add them to 
the application as shown in Fig. 6-2. The operating instructions were given 
beforehand. Then, the subjects answered the questions for all 25 ensembles in the 
same order as Method 1 and 2. 

 

Fig. 5. Operation screen used in Method 2 (left) and Method 3 (right) 

Experiment 2: Ranking of three methods. After Experiment 1, the subjects prioritized 
the three methods based on the strength of their convictions and gave the reasons for 
the rankings. 

4.2 Results 

Table 1 shows the results of Q.1, the degree of confidence that the subject would 
actually go out wearing the specified ensemble. We removed the combinations 1A, 
2B, 3C, 4D, and 5E from each method, because the subjects have already tried them 
on in the experiment. The higher rate of confidence indicates that the subject is more 
convinced of the reality of when wearing that particular combination of clothes. 
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Method 3, which used pictures of worn clothes, received an average score of 4.0, 
which is the highest average value of confidence for all combinations. Colored 
squares in Table 1 show the highest confidence rate for the three methods for each test 
subject, and Method 3 was ranked highest among the three methods by the most 
number of people (a total of 11). Table 2 shows the results of Experiment 2, the 
ranking of the strongest conviction on the Q.1 answer. The best ranked was Method 3, 
which uses pictures of worn clothes on the PC, the second place was Method 1, which 
uses real clothes, and the third place was Method 2, which uses only-clothes pictures 
on the PC. 

Table 1. Result of Experiment 1—comparison of degrees of confidence. M is male subject and F 
is female subject 

 

Table 2. Result of Experiment 1—comparison of degrees of confidence 

 

4.3 Observations 

As shown in Table 3, we carried out an analysis of variance of a two-way layout with 
repetition to determine whether a difference in confidence rates existed among the 
three methods using the R. We confirmed a significant difference among the three 
methods with a 0.1% level of significance. We also confirmed that significant 
differences were present between male and female participants with a 5% level of 
significance from Table 3. Based on the average of the confidence rates of males and 
females in Table 1, females are more confident in their judgment. 

The total average of confidence rate was 3.77 and the standard deviation was 1.03. 
To verify the effect of the operating order of the three methods, performed a two-way 
layout analysis of variance on the method and the order. As a result, the p-value was 
0.69 and the level of significance was 5%. Therefore, we consider that the order of the 
methods had no effect on the results. 

Table 3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table 
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Method 1 was the second best in giving the users confidence regarding their 
clothing choice before going out. However, it received the lowest average of 
confidence among all three methods. In this method, subjects can actually pick up the 
clothes to see the colors and texture and to feel the fabrics. On the other hand, they are 
too close to their image in the mirror to see the combination objectively. This method 
took longer than 100 seconds per ensemble on average, and this method requires large 
body movements compared to other methods. 

Method 2 received the least confidence in judgment. With this method, several 
ensembles can be compared side-by-side on the PC, and this enables the user to see 
them objectively. From the interview, we concluded that pictures showing only the 
clothes made it difficult to imagine wearing selections. Further, one of the 
interviewees said that all combinations seemed to fit together because of the flatness 
of the clothes. These comments indicate that the simulation using clothes-only 
pictures enables the user to coordinate colors, but it makes it difficult to imagine 
wearing the ensembles. 

Method 3 received the highest result in confidence. The biggest reason could be 
that it produces a stereoscopic effect when the clothes are worn on the user’s own 
body. In addition, the ensemble can be seen objectively as in method 2. Users 
discover that some combinations surprisingly fit and they choose to wear the new 
ensembles. Most people determined that this technique gave them the highest degree 
of confidence about going out wearing the selected ensemble. However, tops with 
lower hems could cause part of the top to remain with the bottom part of the photo, 
thereby causing confusion for the user. In fact, if the photo showed the hem of another 
top in the bottom portion, the evaluation was lower than a photo where the photo does 
not show extraneous fabric. 

5 Trial Use 

suGATALOG is designed for long-term use at home. Here, we initiated a long-term 
trial use of the system. Two males and two females participated in this trial for three 
weeks. Each participant registered for the web application and set up a web camera on 
their room mirror to take pictures while standing at the same location. They used the 
web application from their own PC's web browser. We interviewed each participant 
after the trial, and we report the comments from the interview below. The Fashion 
Show function was not yet available at the time of this trial. 

Regarding the Shooting function, three participants said that taking pictures was 
troublesome. Our system requires users to use a web browser on a PC, and this may 
have been inconvenient for participants to turn on the PC and run the application. The 
only participant who did not think it was inconvenient ran his computer all the time. 
Having a PC that always runs is important for the usability of this method. Regarding 
the Calendar function, all participants said that they started to think about fashion 
more often. This may be because the Calendar function allows them to view what 
they wore every day. One male said that he realized he was wearing similar colors 
even when he was wearing different clothes; therefore, he started to consciously select 
different colors. In fact, after wearing different gray shirts for three days, he wore a 
yellow shirt, and he wore similar colors less frequently after those three days. 
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Regarding the Fitting Room function, one female participant said that she used to 
think her choices were not good enough after she had left the house, but she became 
more confident about her choices with this system, probably because she could view 
her ensemble choices objectively. Being able to mix and match with one click, she 
could coordinate until she was satisfied without changing clothes in real life. On the 
other hand, one male participant said that he could not choose one combination from 
various options by himself. Regarding the Favorite function, we found out that only 
one participant used it for more than three times, based on trial data. This function is 
used to compare several ensembles, but participants were using the system mainly in 
the morning when they are in a hurry. Regarding the Auto-coordinating function, one 
female participant found this function useful for comparing several ensembles when 
she has a specific piece of clothing that she wants to wear. After using this function, 
another female participant started to wear clothes that she rarely wore. In fact, she 
wore those clothes twice more during the trial. One male participant actually wore 
some combinations he never thought of before. These comments indicate that our 
system triggers participants to wear combinations they have never tried. 

6 Discussion 

6.1 The Process of Recording Pictures 

We intended our system to record candid pictures in usual poses, such as when 
checking one’s self in a mirror so that the recording process would not be an 
additional task to do every day. However, the results from the trial suggested that it 
was a bothersome task for most of the participants. Our future work is to make this 
recording process simpler and easier; for example, taking pictures automatically when 
the wardrobe door is closed [7], or attaching sensors and a camera on the front door 
and taking pictures before the user walks out. Attaching a camera on the front door 
enables the system to coordinate the clothes with shoes as well. 

6.2 Application Ideas 

All the pictures were uploaded on the web; therefore, they can be accessed from 
anywhere. This feature can be useful when shopping at apparel stores to coordinate 
previously purchased clothes with clothes at the store. This can also be used by shop 
assistants to recommend clothes that would work with customers’ existing clothes. 
Picture images also include hairstyle, make-up, and body shape, which can be used at 
hair salons to cut the same hairstyle or apply the same makeup style. It can also be 
applied to support a weight-loss diet using the differences in body shape during a span 
of time. 

7 Conclusion 

We proposed and implemented suGATALOG, a fashion coordination system that 
allows users to choose and coordinate their clothes. Our system uses pictures of 
clothes that the user is actually wearing, and this enables users to try various 
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combinations easily without actually changing. We conducted an evaluation 
experiment to verify the usefulness of the system by comparing three methods of 
coordinating: using actual clothes, using clothes-only pictures on the PC, and our 
proposed method of using pictures of clothes that the user is actually wearing on the 
PC. The result revealed that our proposed method for coordinating clothes was 
superior to other methods in achieving realism. 
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